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Abstract. Rules have been showed to be appropriate representations to model 
tutoring and can be easily applied to intelligent tutoring systems. We applied a 
machine learning technique, Classification based on Associations, to 
automatically learn tutorial rules from annotated tutoring dialogues of a human 
expert tutor. The rules we learn concern the tutor’s attitude, the domain concepts 
to focus on, and the tutor moves. These rules have very good accuracy. They will 
be incorporated in the feedback generator of an Intelligent Tutoring System. 
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Introduction 

To bridge the gap between current Intelligent Tutoring Systems and human tutors, 
previous studies[1][2] proved that natural language (NL) interfaces could be one of the 
keys. But it is still not clear what type of NL feedback, and when and how to deliver it 
in ITSs to engender significantly more learning than simple practice. We are 
specifically interested in building a computational model of expert tutoring, and to 
describe how expert tutors will give natural language feedback to their students. In this 
paper, we present a rule based model of how tutors generate their feedback. This model 
is motivated by a previous study of ours, in which we found that the expert tutor is 
indeed significantly more effective than the non-expert tutor[3]. In that study, students 
were tutored on extrapolating complex letter pattern, such as inferring EFMGHM from 
ABMCDM. We have already developed a baseline ITS for this task. Our goal is to build 
a natural language feedback generator for this ITS which will use the tutorial rules we 
have learned. 

Based on the ACT-R theory[4], production rules can be used to realize any 
cognitive skill. Therefore we can use production rules as a formalism to 
computationally model expert tutoring. The rules can be designed manually or learned 
from the human tutoring transcripts. The dialogue management of AUTOTUTOR[5] 
embeds a set of 15 fuzzy production rules to select the next dialogue move for the 
tutoring system. The CIRCSIM group has applied machine learning to discover how 
human tutors make decisions based on the student model[6]. They used Quinlan’s C4.5 
decision tree learning algorithm[7] to find tutoring rules. They obtained about 
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80%~88% accuracy only within the training data set which is also an extremely small 
sample. Since they only reported accuracy on training but not on testing, it’s very hard 
to understand how good their approach is. 

1. Method 

Classification based on associations (CBA) [8] which integrates classification and 
association rule mining can generate class association rules and can do classification 
more accurately than C4.5. Classification association rules (CARs) are association rules 
with the target on the right hand side of the rules. A CAR is an implication of the 
form: .,, YyandIXwhereyX ∈⊆→  X is a set of features. I is the set of all features. 
y is the target class. Y is the set of all classes. CBA also provides strength measurements 
for the CARs:  
• Support: The rule holds with support sup if sup% of cases contain X or y.  
• Confidence: The rule holds with confidence conf if conf% of cases that contain X 

also contain y.  
So when CBA does classification, more than one rule can fit a certain case and the 

final class will be derived from the rule with highest confidence. If the confidence of 
the rules that apply is the same, the rule with highest support will be picked. Again if 
the support is also equal, CBA will classify the case according to the rule which is 
generated earlier than the others. Of course, there will be some cases that no CARs can 
classify the case. CBA saves a default class to deal with this kind of situation. 

2. Experiments and Results 

We collected tutoring dialogues in tutoring the letter pattern extrapolation task with 
three tutors, one expert and two non-experts. All the sessions are video recorded and 12 
dialogue excerpts were transcribed from 6 different subjects with an expert tutor 
solving two problems in the curriculum. On the transcript we annotated tutor move, 
tutor’s attitude, student move, correctness of student move, student action, student input, 
student’s confidence, hesitation time, the letter relationship currently focused on, and 
the relationship scope within the problem.  

Features used in the rules are the annotations of the tutoring dialogues and the 
student’s knowledge state on each type of letter relationship, which is computed from 
other annotations within each dialogue excerpts. CBA will automatically generate rules 
with a subset of these features. Tutorial dialogues are time series data, which means that 
the prediction of what the expert tutor should do now should be based on information of 
the last few utterances. In our experiments, we used the features from only the last 
utterance. 

Using 12 dialogues with 6-way cross validation, we did 4 experiments to learn 
tutorial rules for choosing the tutor’s attitude, the letter relationship which the tutor will 
talk about, the relationship scope within the problem which the tutor will focus on, and 
the tutor move. Tutor’s feedback to students can be divided into 3 categories according 
to the tutor’s attitude towards students: positive, neutral and negative. The letter 
relationship is the basic concept in the letter pattern task. The relationship scope  



Table 1.  Experiment Results 

Prediction Category Accuracy in Training Accuracy in Testing 

Tutor’s attitude 93.628% 89.490% 

Letter relationship 95.987% 90.035% 

Relationship scope 95.097% 88.421% 

Tutor move 78.261% 56.789% 

 
 
concerns the coverage of each type of letter relationship. During tutoring, tutors need to 
choose the concepts to teach students and discuss with them, and also need to decide 
how to break down the problem and choose an appropriate coverage. A tutor move is 
akin a response strategy. 

Table 1 reports accuracy on training and testing in learning these four sets of 
tutorial rules. The accuracy for tutor moves is not as high (only about 78% in the 
training data and 57% in the testing data). One of the possible reasons is that among 8 
categories of tutor move, three (summarizing, prompting, instructing) are very difficult 
to distinguish, even for human annotators. For example, we found that the two 
annotators disagreed a lot as regards “summarizing” and “instructing”. However, the 
results are sufficient as a basis for our experiments, since our ultimate evaluation 
measure is whether the natural language feedback generated based on these rules can 
improve learning. 
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